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MOVIE REVIEW: For Greater Glory 

By: Jeff Silleck 

 

Too often films that want to bring home a point of view forget about every other rule of 

filmmaking such as acting, plot development, aggressive editing and cinematography stand-

ards.  So it was when I heard that For Greater Glory was over two hours long that I feared the 

worst.  A big name actor (or two) did not guarantee that the movie would be watchable, 

even though the historical events portrayed were of great interest.  I was pleasantly surprised. 

The film moves well and never drags.  The characters are quickly established with enough 

care and depth that even the most skeptical viewer comes to care for the good guys and de-

velops a loathing for the bad guys.  The reasoning of the tyrant President is not a cartoon.  His 

speeches and his logic sound familiar enough and do not exceed the bounds of good politi-

cal behavior, even while he slips into barbaric means of governing his country.  Although we 

are used to seeing him in the second male lead, Andy Garcia is the centerpiece of the movie.  

His acting carries much of the film, although there is no weakness in the second male lead, the 

young      Jose.  This will be a milestone in Garcia's career, so good is his work in this film. 

The movie works on the level of plot.  The action of the Cristeros revolution in more than 

enough to keep the viewer riveted to the screen, but it is also enough to bring it the R rating.  

The most gruesome scenes are actual historical photos which are melded into the movie,  

lending a breathtaking authenticity to the movie.  The changes in the lives of the characters 

as they respond to the dark and intense times in which they lived are also realistic and defin-

ing.  Some are remarkable in their cowardice, especially Jose’s father, while others are inspir-

ing in their heroism and bravery, most notably Jose.  The middle ground between hero and 

coward is also well populated, giving a context for the actions of the extremes.  Gradual con-

versions as well as grand gestures fill the lives of these times and characters. 

The final minutes of the movie, just before the running of the final credits, detail the outcomes 

of the lives of the historical characters of this tale.  The passions of the Latin culture affect every 

viewer as the tragedies and triumphs of these lives unfold, bringing not just a coda to the film, 

but a challenge to the viewer to respond to the times in which we live.  This is a movie that can 

be watched over and over, one which affects the viewer as it unfolds and causes a personal 

inventory as it does.  All in all, watching such a movie is good for the soul no matter where we 

find ourselves. Highly recommended. 

 

 


